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ABSTRACT: Recently there has been an increasing interest to develop lithium-
containing films as solid-state electrolytes or surface coatings for lithium-ion batteries 
(LIBs) and beyond systems. In this study, we for the first time investigated the thin film 
growth of lithium zirconium oxides (LixZryO or LZOs) through combining two 
individual atomic layer deposition (ALD) processes of ZrO2 and LiOH, i.e., sub-ALD 
of ZrO2 and LiOH. We revealed that the hygroscopic nature of the LiOH component 
has a big impact on the growth of LZOs. We found that an increased temperature to 225 
℃ was more effective than an elongated purge to mitigate the adverse effects of the 
physisorbed H2O. We further discovered that, during the resultant LZO super-ALD 
processes, the growth of the sub-ALD LiOH has been promoted while the growth of 
sub-ALD ZrO2 has been inhibited. In this study, a suite of instruments has been applied 
to characterize the LZO super-ALD processes and the resultant LZO films, including 
in-situ quartz crystal microbalance (QCM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM), atomic force microscopy (AFM), 
synchrotron-based X-ray diffraction (XRD), and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 
(XPS). Furthermore, we applied the resulting LZO films over LiNi0.6Mn0.2Co0.2O2 
(NMC622) cathodes in LIBs and demonstrated that the LZO coating films could 
evidently improve the lithium-ion insertion and extraction rates of NMC622 electrodes 
up to 3.4 and 2.6 times, respectively. The LZO-coated NMC622 cathodes exhibited 
much better performance than that of uncoated NMC622 ones.   
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1. Introduction

In lithium-ion batteries (LIBs), interfaces take some critical roles related to battery 

safety, cyclability, and Columbic efficiency.1-2 They are located at between either of 

the anode and cathode and the electrolyte, where undesirable reactions occur and 

consume lithium (Li) and the electrolyte with the formation of solid electrolyte 

interphases (SEIs).3 In general, SEIs are unstable and their continuous decomposition 

and formation are prone to deplete the electrolyte and result in cell failure. To this end, 

many different strategies have been developed to surface-modify electrodes and thereby 

improve their stability and properties.4-7 In the past decade, atomic layer deposition 

(ALD) has emerged as a new surface-modification technique, featuring its unrivaled 

capabilities enabling uniform and conformal coatings at moderate temperatures with 

the growth preciseness at the atomic level.8-11 Particularly, it is to date the only 

technique that can deposit coatings directly on prefabricated electrodes. These coatings 

have beneficial effects in multiple aspects, such as (i) serving as a physical barrier 

between the electrode and electrolyte, which mitigates irreversible side reactions, (ii) 

protecting the electrode from corrosive attacks, and (iii) enhancing the mechanical 

integrity of the electrode.8, 12 Since the first Li-containing coating (i.e., LiAlO2) by ALD 

was practiced to protect LIBs in 2014,13-14 there have been many more such coatings 

investigated, as recently reviewed by Meng.15 In the review, Meng made a systematic 

summary on all lithium-containing films by ALD and discussed their fabrication 

processes. Compared to binary oxides (e.g., Al2O3, TiO2, and ZrO2),12, 16-17 Li-

containing coatings generally exhibit better ionic conductivity that facilitates the 

transport of Li-ions through the interfaces. Thus, there has been an increasing interest 

in developing Li-containing films as surface coatings of LIBs.

In pursuing next-generation LIBs, the nickel (Ni)-rich LiNi0.6Mn0.2Co0.2O2 (NMC622) 

oxide is among the most promising cathodes, ascribed to its high capacity and low 

cost.18-19 However, NMC622 suffers from a series of interconnected issues, such as 

micro-cracking, metal dissolution, irreversible phase transition, and so on.20-21 In fact, 

all these issues are interface-related. Thus, it’s extremely critical to establish a stable 

interface for achieving high-performance NMC622. To this end, various ALD coatings 

have been investigated and have shown some beneficial effects enabling better 

performance of LIB cathodes. Among them, several Li-containing coatings were 

reported for better performance of LIB cathodes than binary oxides did, such as 
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LiAlO2,13-14 LiTaO3,22 LiAlF4,23 Li3PO4,24 and LiPON.25-26 To fabricate such ternary or 

quaternary lithium-containing compounds via ALD, one strategy was to integrate two 

or more sub-ALD systems into a super-ALD process, in which a sub-ALD LiOH was 

generally involved as the Li source. The most widely used LiOH process adopted the 

lithium tert-butoxide (LiOtBu or LTB) and water as its precursors, first studied by 

Cavanagh et al.27 They also revealed that this resultant LiOH film is highly hygroscopic. 

In a later work, Comstock and Elam further disclosed that the hygroscopic nature of 

this LiOH ALD was very troublesome to produce Li-rich LixAlyO by tuning the sub-

cycle ratio of the two sub-ALD processes: LiOH and Al2O3.28 They found that, with a 

sub-cycle ratio of LiOH/Al2O3 higher than 1:1, multiple sub-ALD cycles of LiOH in a 

series were prone to accumulate more physisorbed water and thereby to cause non-self-

limiting growth of the subsequent Al2O3.28 However, a sub-cycle ratio lower than or 

equal to 1:1 was always able to grow LixAlyO linearly. As a consequence, the LixAlyO 

super-ALD was limited to grow films with the cation ratio of Li/(Li+Al) less than 55%. 

Among LixMyO (M = metal) ALD processes reported to date, a linear growth was 

typically reported for one sub-cycle of LiOH integrated with one or multiple MOx sub-

cycles, such as LixTayO 29 and LixNbyO.30             

Stimulated by the benefits of Li-containing coatings, in this study we attempted to 

develop a class of new Li-containing oxides, lithium zirconium oxides (LZOs) through 

combining and tuning two individual sub-ALD processes, LiOH and ZrO2 with 

different sub-ALD cycle ratios, m/n, where m and n are the sub-ALD cycles of LiOH 

and ZrO2, respectively. The LiOH and ZrO2 sub-ALD processes have been reported 

previously.31-34 In this study, we focused on clarifying the growth characteristics of 

ALD LZOs at different ALD parameters and their effects on the performance of 

NMC622 electrodes. We found that the growth of the proposed LZO super-ALD 

processes were subject to the hygroscopic nature of the LiOH sub-ALD. To mitigate 

the hygroscopic effects of the LiOH sub-ALD, we revealed that a relatively high ALD 

temperature, e.g., 225 oC, was essential for establishing a stable super-ALD process for 

LZOs. We also demonstrated that the resultant LZO coatings could remarkably improve 

the cyclability of NMC622 electrodes, due to their better Li-ion insertion and extraction 

rates than that of SEIs. 
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2.  Experimental

2.1. ALD-LZOs

The ALD experiments utilized a commercial ALD reactor (Savannah 200, Cambridge 

Nanotech Inc., Cambridge, MA).16-17, 31 LZO films were prepared by combining two 

individual sub-ALD processes of LiOH and ZrO2. The LiOH sub-cycle consisted of 

two alternative doses, LTB (98%, Strem Chemicals, Inc., USA) and deionized H2O. 

The ZrO2 ALD was performed with two alternative doses, 

tetrakis(dimethylamido)zirconium (IV) (TDMA-Zr) and deionized H2O. The solid LTB 

precursor was heated to 150 ℃ while TDMA-Zr was heated to 75 ℃ to provide 

sufficient vapor pressure. The ALD deposition temperatures of LZOs were 175, 200, 

or 225 °C. Either of the two sub-ALD processes was operated with a time sequence, 

t1−t2−t3−t4, where t1 and t3 were the precursor dosing times for LTB (or TMDA-Zr) 

and water, respectively, and t2 and t4 were the Ar purging times after the doses, 

respectively. The optimal dosing time of the LTB was studied between 1 and 6 s. In this 

study, three different sub-cycle ratios (m/n) between sub-ALDs of LiOH and ZrO2 were 

investigated, i.e., 1:2, 1:1, and 2:1 ALD-LZO. Particularly, the ALD system was 

integrated with a glove box and this integrated system ensured no air exposure to the 

ALD-deposited films. 

2.2 Materials characterization

In-situ quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) measurements were conducted using a 

quartz crystal (Inficon, USA). To constitute a repeatable surface, a 50-cycle ALD-Al2O3 

film (using trimethylaluminum (TMA) and H2O as precursors) was performed prior to 

each deposition of ALD-LZOs, as practiced in our previous studies.35-37 The LZO films 

were deposited on nitrogen-doped graphene nanosheets (N-GNS) and observed using a 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM, XL30, Philips FEI, Hillsboro, OR). 

Topographical analyses of LZO thin films were performed using an atomic force 

microscope (AFM, Dimension Icon, Bruker Nano Surfaces, Billerica, MA). 

Synchrotron-based X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used to determine the crystallinity of 

the LZO films and performed at the beamline 12-ID-D at Advanced Photon Source 

(APS) at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL, IL, USA). The X-ray wavelength was 

0.6199 Å. TEM specimens were prepared from LZO-coated NMC622 electrodes using 

a focused ion beam (FIB) (Zeiss NVision 40) through standard lift-out process. The 
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elemental distribution was mapped using a scanning transmission electron microscopy 

(STEM, FEI Talos F200X) equipped with a SuperX EDS detector. An X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, Versa Probe III) was employed to investigate the 

elemental components of the ALD-LZOs. The morphological structure evolution in 

NMC particles at mesoscale resolution (30 nm) was characterized with synchrotron-

based transmission X-ray microscopy (TXM) at National Synchrotron Light Source II 

at Brookhaven National Laboratory. 

2.3 Electrochemical evaluations

The NMC622 electrode slurry was prepared using a recipe of 86 wt.% NMC622 active 

material, 7 wt.% carbon black, and 7 wt.% poly-vinylidene fluoride binder (PVDF, MTI 

Corporation) with a certain amount of N-methyl pyrrolidinone using a mixer (AR-100, 

THINKY, USA). The obtained slurry was then casted onto Al foils and then expanded 

into laminates using a doctor blade. The laminates were first naturally dried in a canopy 

fume hood for one day and then further dried at 100 ℃ for 10 h under vacuum. The 

obtained electrodes were punched into 7/16″ disks with a mass loading of ~11.8 mg/cm2. 

The NMC622 electrodes were coupled with lithium metal chips as anodes and 

assembled into CR-2032-type coin cells for electrochemical evaluations. The 

electrolyte was composed of 1.2 M LiPF6 salt dissolved in ethylene carbonate 

(EC):ethyl methyl carbonate (EMC) with a 3:7 mass ratio. To analysis the lithium 

insertion/extraction behavior, cyclic voltammetry (CV) tests were performed on a 

versatile multichannel potentiostat (SP-200, BioLogic, USA) at various scan rates 0.1, 

0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and 1.0 mV/s) between 3.0 - 4.5 V (vs. Li/Li+). 

Charge–discharge characteristics were tested using a battery tester (Neware, BTS2300, 

Shenzhen, China).

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1 In situ QCM measurements of ALD LiOH and ZrO2.

A sub-ALD LiOH (ALD-LiOH) process and a sub-ALD ZrO2 (ALD-ZrO2) process 

were tuned with different sub-ALD cycles (m/n) for different super-ALD LZO 

processes (super-ALD-LZOs). Prior to super-ALD LZOs, we have first attempted to 

determine the suitable heating temperature and dosing time of LTB. As shown in Figure 

S1a in Supporting Information, when LiOH is deposited at 225 ℃, the mass gain per 

cycle (MPC) of LiOH increased with the increased heating temperatures of the LTB 
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precursor, accounting for ~25 ng/cm2 at 130 ℃ and ~32 ng/cm2 at 140 ℃ or higher. 

Fixing the heating temperature of LTB at 150 oC, we studied the effects of dosing times 

of LTB on the growth of LiOH at 225 ℃. As shown in Figure S1b, the ALD-LiOH 

MPC gradually increased from ~17.3 ng/cm2 at the dosing time of 1 s to ~30.5 ng/cm2 

at 3 s, and finally stabilized at a constant value about 31.8 ng/cm2 at 6 s. To ensure the 

saturation growth of LiOH, we selected 150 ℃ and 3 s as the heating temperature and 

dosing time of LTB, respectively, in this work. 

The ALD-LiOH process has been well studied previously.34, 38 We confirmed that the 

growth of ALD-LiOH includes a nucleation regime (Region I) and a growth regime 

(Region II), as shown in Figure S2a.  In the nucleation regime (Figure S2b), The MPC 

(m1 = m1A + m1B) is ~25.6 ng/cm2, in which the mass increase after a dosing of 

LTB (m1A) is ~42.2 ng/cm2, and the mass decrease after each exposure of H2O (m1B) 

is ~16.6 ng/cm2. Thus, |m1A/m1B| = ~2.54, which indicates that the deposited film 

might be LiOH·H2O, as discussed previously by Cavanagha et al.27 The surface 

reactions could be described using Equation 1A and 1B as follows: 

|-LiOH + LiOC(CH3) (g)  |-LiOH-LiOC(CH3)3                                                               (1A)

|-LiOH-LiOC(CH3)3 + 2H2O (g)  |-LiOH-LiOH·H2O + HOC(CH3)3 (g)             (1B)

where “|” indicates the substate surface and “g” signifies the vapor phase. We also 

confirmed that, after the first 20 ALD cycles, the ALD-LiOH entered the so-called 

growth regime (Figure S2c). In this region, the mass first increased sharply and then 

decrease slowly during a following purge attributed to the hygroscopicity of LiOH·H2O.

Previously, we have studied ALD-ZrO2.31 In this study, we again measured the ALD 

ZrO2 using the timing sequence of 0.03-s TDMA-Zr  – 60-s purge – 0.015-s H2O  – 

60-s purge at 225 ℃. As shown in Figure S3b, the MPC of ALD-ZrO2 (m2 = m2A + 

m2B) is ~ 40 ng/cm2. Assuming the crystalline ZrO2 density of 6.16 g/cm3, we 

estimated that the ALD-ZrO2 has a growth per cycle (GPC) of 0.65 Å/cycle, equivalent 

to the one reported in our previous study using a purging time of 10 s.31 According to 

our previous study,31 the possible surface reactions of the ALD-ZrO2 might be the ones 

as follows:

|-(OH)3 + Zr(NMe2)4  |-O3-Zr(NMe2) + 3HNMe2                                                (2A)
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|-O3-Zr(NMe2) + 2H2O  |-O2-Zr-(OH)3 + HNMe2                                                (2B)

3.2 In situ QCM measurements of ALD-LZOs.

Combining the two sub-ALD processes of LiOH and ZrO2 in different sub-cycle ratios, 

we deposited LZO thin films at different temperatures: 175, 200, and 225 oC. Figure 1a 

shows the growth of 1:1 ALD-LZO at 175 ℃, in which there are two regions identified, 

Region I and II. In Region I (the first 10 ALD cycles), there were distinct mass changes 

detected after the dosing of each precursor. As shown in Figure 1b, the MPCs of the 

sub-ALD LiOH and sub-ALD ZrO2 are ~25.39 and ~58.3 ng/cm2, respectively. In 

Region II, however, the mass changes due to the TDMA-Zr and H2O doses were nearly 

unobservable (see Figure 1c). We suspected that the physisorbed water molecules 

during the sub-ALD of LiOH probably have “shielded” the susequent sub-ALD ZrO2 

from grwoth. Upon this phenomenon, we postulated that the TDMA-Zr precursor might 

have reacted with the top layer of the accumulated physisorbed water molecules but 

under the vacuum operational ALD system the resultant products could not stay on the 

deposited film due to the desorption of the physisorbed water in the underlayer. Such a 

phenomenon was like a “shielding” effect formed on TDMA-Zr by the physisorbed 

water. However, the accumulated physisorbed water would not affect the subsequent 

deposition of the sub-ALD of LiOH, due to its hygroscopic nature as confirmed in 

previous studies.27-28 To verify our postulation, we thought that increasing deposition 

temperature or/and elongating purges would be effective to reduce physisorbed water 

and thereby to mitigate such a “shielding” effect. Thus, we increased the deposition 

temperature to 200 ℃. Consequently, we observed two growth regions as well, as 

shown in Figure 1d. However, the Region I at 200 oC has been extended to 35 ALD 

cycles. Accordingly, the MPCs of the sub-ALD LiOH and the sub-ALD ZrO2 in 

Regions I were ~15.65 and ~45.53 ng/cm2 (Figure 1e), respectively. After the first 35 

cycles, however, the super-ALD of LZO again entered a Region II, in which the growth 

of the sub-ALD ZrO2 could not be detected again (Figure 1f). To this end, we further 

inceased the deposition temperature to 225 ℃. Encouragingly, the 1:1 ALD-LZO could 

realize a linear growth with the distinct growth characteristics of both the sub-ALD 

LiOH and ZrO2 for 50 ALD cycles (Figure 1g). Figure 1h clearly shows the MPC 

evolutions with the sub-ALD LiOH (∆m1 ~ 15.35 ng/cm2) and the sub-ALD ZrO2 (△m2 

~ 32.19 ng/cm2). Compared with the pure individual ALD-LiOH and ALD-ZrO2 

processes, the sub-ALD LiOH has a larger MCP (~15.35 vs. ~11.5 ng/cm2 for a pure 
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LiOH ALD) while the sub-ALD ZrO2 has a lower MCP (~32.19 vs. ~40 ng/cm2 for a 

pure ZrO2 ALD). This suggests that the growth of the sub-ALD LiOH was promoted 

by the sub-ALD ZrO2 while the latter was inhibited in its growth by the former at 225 ℃. 

Supposing the deposited LZO film was consisted of LiOH·H2O by the sub-ALD LiOH 

and ZrO2 by the sub-ALD ZrO2, which has a molecular weight of M1 (42 g/mol) and 

M2 (123 g/mol), respectively. Based on the QCM data, thus, we estimated that the molar 

ratio between LiOH and ZrO2 in the deposited LZO film is ~1.4, calculated by 

(∆m1/M1)/(∆m2/M2). Consequently, the 1:1 ALD-LZO has probably resulted in a film 

of Li1.4ZrO3.4. 

We also have studied the effects of purging times on the desorption of physisorbed H2O 

during the 1:1 ALD-LZO. We found that the ALD-LZO could remain a stable growth 

for 10 consecutive cycles of Region I (see Figure 1a) but switched into a growth of 

Region II thereafter. We further revealed that, after every 10 consecutive cycles, a 20 

min purging could ensure the growth of the ALD-LZO unchanged for two segments of 

10 consecutive cycles, as shown in Figure S4a. After the third segment, there had no 

distinct growth of the sub-ALD ZrO2 again, as shown in Figure S4b. This finding is 

significant, for it again confirms that the physisorbed H2O molecules did form a 

“shielding” effect on the following growth of the sub-ALD ZrO2. It is critical to 

eliminate such an effect to ensure a stable growth of ALD-LZO. In this regard, higher 

deposition temperatures and longer purges both are effective.  

We further investigated 1:2 and 2:1 super-ALD processes of LZOs. Figure 2a shows 

that the 1:2 ALD-LZO could proceed linearly at 225 ℃. Figure 2b clearly exhibits the 

distinct MPCs due to the sub-ALD processes of  LiOH and ZrO2. The sub-ALD LiOH 

has a repeatable MPC of ~14.58 ng/cm2 and the MPCs of the sub-ALD ZrO2 are ~32.67 

and ~28.62 ng/cm2 for the first and second sub-cycle, respectively. Based on these 

QCM data, we estimated that the molar ratio of LiOH and ZrO2 is ~0.7, indicating a 

chemical formula of Li0.7ZrO2.7 for the 1:2 ALD-LZO. The 2:1 ALD-LZO super-ALD 

has also been studied, as shown in Figure S5. After ~7 super-ALD cycles, an evident 

“shielding” effect due to the physiosorbed H2O was observed and led to an undetected 

growth of the sub-ALD ZrO2. Apparently, a larger sub-cycle ratio than 1:1 led to the 

difficulty of a stable ALD-LZO. Given these facts, we mainly discuss the results of the 

stable 1:1 and 1:2 ALD-LZOs in this work.
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3.3. Film thickness, crystallinity, morphology, and composition

We further investigated the growth of 1:1 and 1:2 ALD-LZOs on N-GNS. Figure 3a-c 

shows the SEM images of pristine N-GNS under different magnifications. The 

thickness of the wrinkles of the N-GNS are typically less than ~3 nm. With the 

deposition of the 1:1 ALD-LZO, as shown in Figure 3d-f, the thickness of wrinkles of 

the N-GNS changed to ~24, ~46, and ~73 nm after 100, 200, and 300 ALD cycles, 

respectively. We then concluded that the growth per cycle (GPC) of the 1:1 ALD-LZO 

is ~1.1 Å/super-cycle (GPC = (thickness of coated N-GNS - thickness of pristine N-

GNS)/(2 × the ALD cycle number)).39 Figure 3g-i show the thickness evolutions of the 

N-GNS wrinkles after the deposition of the 1:2 ALD-LZO for 100, 200, and 300 cycles. 

These SEM images revealed that the wrinkle thickness of N-GNS was increased to ~25, 

~53, and ~77 nm, respectively. Consequently, we concluded that the GPC of the 1:2 

ALD-LZO is ~1.2 Å/super-cycle. The 1:1 ALD-LZO films were deposited on N-GNS 

(Figure S6a) and NMC622 powders (Figure S6b) to identify their crystallinity using 

synchrotron-based XRD. We found no XRD peaks related to the LZO films and 

therefore concluded that the resultant 1:1 ALD-LZO films are amorphous. 

The resultant films of the 1:1 ALD-LZO were also characterized using AFM. 

According to the 1.1 Å/cycle GPC for the 1:1 ALD-LZO, the thickness of ALD-LZO 

1:1 film after 100 and 300 super-cycles would be ~11 and ~33 nm, respectively. The 

effects of film thickness on the film topography could be clearly observed as shown in 

Figure 4a and b. The root mean square (RMS) roughness of the 1:1 ALD-LZO film of 

100 and 300 cycles is 1.6 and 2.9 nm, respectively. These results verified that the super-

ALD processes of LZOs enables high-quality uniform films.    

We further determined the composition of the resultant films of the ALD LZOs using 

XPS. Based on a 100-cycle 1:1 ALD-LZO film deposited on Si wafers, XPS detected 

Li, Zr, O, Si, C, and F (Figure 5a), where Si and F elements are due to the substrate. 

According to Table 1, the atomic ratio of Li:Zr is 7.43:1 which is far much larger than 

the Li:Zr ratio of ~1.4 estimated using QCM data (supposing LiOH and ZrO2 from the 

two sub-ALD processes). These XPS results have been confirmed with two different 

batches of LZO samples. We further applied depth profiling on the deposited 1:1 LZO 

film to see the composition evolution with depth and did not detect any remarkable 

differences on the LZO composition. We thought that this inconsistency between the 

XPS analyses and the Li:Zr ratio estimation based on the QCM data was mainly due to 
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an inaccurate supposition on the surface reactions of the 1:1 ALD-LZO. The sub-ALD 

LiOH might have changed the surface reactions of the ALD ZrO2 as supposed in 

Equations 2A and 2B. The deposited ZrOx might also have effects on the sub-ALD 

LiOH. In other words, there must have been strong interactions between the two sub-

ALD processes. We need to point out that the adoption of H2O as the precursor of the 

oxygen source is unfavorable to rationally deposit LZOs. In this regard, a more 

insightful study is needed to reveal the exact surface reactions in the future.     

The Li1s, Zr3d and O1s spectra were further analyzed using high-resolution XPS, as 

included in Figure 5b-d. The Zr-O bond and metal oxygen bond (M-O, M = Ni, Mn, 

Co) could be clearly observed. There has also much Li2CO3 on the sample surface, 

which should be the oxidation product of lithium compounds (e.g., LiOH). It has been 

reported that the LiOH film could be easily converted to Li2CO3 by exposure to CO2.
27, 

40 The XPS analysis was also used to analyze the composition of the 1:2 ALD-LZO, 

and there also was a poor-Zr composition revealed, i.e., Li:Zr = 7.06:1, as shown in 

Figure S7a-d and Table S1. Again, a further study is needed to clarify the effects of the 

water precursor and the exact surface reactions during super-ALD processes of LZOs.  

3.4. Electrochemical performance of LZO-coated NMC622 cathodes.

We also studied the effects of the 1:1 ALD-LZO coating on the electrochemical 

performance of NMC622. Figure 6a shows the initial charge discharge curves of 

different samples in the voltage window of 3-4.5 V, where ALD-10, -20, -40, and -60 

refer to the NMC622 cathodes coated with 10, 20, 40, and 60 cycles of the 1:1 ALD-

LZO, respectively. It is easy to observe from Figure 6a that all the bare and LZO-coated 

samples show typical charge-discharge curves of NMC622 cathode at 0.1 C (1 C = 180 

mAh/g). The bare NMC622 electrode has the lowest discharge specific capacity of 

184.4 mAh/g while the ALD-10 cell has the highest one, 194.9 mAh/g. As shown in 

Table S2, the lower irreversible capacity of the 1:1 ALD-LZO coated cathodes is 

attributed to the suppression of the formation of SEI by the ALD-LZO surface barrier.41-

42 The rate capability of the bare and LZO-coated NMC622 was investigated in the 

voltage window of 3.0-4.5 V (Figure 6b). At low current densities (0.1 - 1 C), there has 

no significant differences in discharge specific capacity among the bare and LZO-

coated NMC622 electrodes. When the current density was increased to 3 C or higher, 

encouragingly, the difference in specific capacity was observable and became more and 

more evident, especially under 5 and 7 C. The ALD-20 cathode shows the best rate 
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performance. The specific discharge capacity of the ALD-20 cathode at 5 and 7 C is 91 

and 50 mAh/g versus71 and 32 mAh/g of the bare NMC622 cathode, respectively. Thus, 

the ALD-20 electrode accounts for an increase of 28% and 56% at 5 and 7 C, 

respectively. Furthermore, Figure 6c shows the cycling performance tested at 3 C in the 

voltage window of 3.0 - 4.5 V. After 100 cycles, the bare NMC622 could only sustain 

24% of its initial capacity. In comparison, the ALD-20 cathode could sustain 68% of 

its initial capacity, followed by 42% for the ALD-40, 27% for the ALD-10, and 15% 

for the ALD-60 cathode. Thus, one is easy to conclude that the 1:1 ALD-LZO could 

improve the cyclability of NMC622 remarkably with an optimal LZO coating thickness. 

In this work, the ALD-20 cathode has the best cyclability and rate capability, suggesting 

an optimal LZO coating thickness of 2.2 nm. The coating thickness and uniformity of 

the 20-cycle 1:1 LZO over NMC622 powders has been confirmed by STEM-EDS 

analysis (Figure S8).        

We also analyzed the effects of the LZO coatings on the NMC structural stability. As 

shown in Figure 7(a-d), the discharge curves of the bare and ALD-20 cathodes were 

comparatively investigated. Compared with the bare NMC622 cathode (Figure 7a), the 

ALD-20 cathode (Figure 7c) dropped much slower in its capacity with increased cycles. 

Furthermore, the ALD-LZO coating exhibited an evident role in inhibiting voltage drop 

of NMC622, which can be clearly observed from the normalized discharge curves in 

Figure 7b and d. Obviously, the discharge working voltage of the bare NMC622 

cathode decreased more quickly than that of the ALD-20 cathode. This should be 

ascribed to the beneficial effects of the ALD-LZO coating, such as improving 

mechanical integrity of the coated NMC622 cathode and mitigating interfacial reactions. 

We particularly used the synchrotron TXM technique to observe the morphological 

changes of the bare and ALD-20 electrodes after 200 electrochemical cycles, as shown 

in Figure 8. Compared to the uncycled bare electrode (Figure 8a,b), the cycled bare 

electrode showed evident cracks after 200 electrochemical cycles (Figure 8c,d). In 

contract, the ALD-20 electrode showed no identifiable changes (Figure 8e,f) after 200 

charge-discharge cycles. That is, the LZO coating improved the mechanical integrity of 

the NMC622 electrode.

To clarify the beneficial effect of the ALD-LZO coating in improving interfacial 

properties of NMC622, we studied the lithium insertion/extraction behaviors of 

NMC622 cathodes with and without LZO coating. To this end, we measured the cyclic 
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voltammetry (CV) curves of the bare NMC622 and two coated cathodes with 20 cycles 

of the 1:1 ALD-LZO and 1:2 ALD-LZO, respectively, at various scanning speeds 

(Figure 9a-c). The lithium-ion diffusion coefficient of the NMC622 electrode can be 

obtained through analyzing the CV curves, and the calculation process is as follows:

Ip = k  n3/2  A  D1/2  υ1/2  C                                                                     (3)

where IP is the peak current of CV curves, k = 2.69  105 C/(mol.V1/2), n is the number 

of electrons transferred in electrochemical reaction (n = 1 in this work), A is the 

electrochemical active area (1.095104 cm2/g), and D is the lithium ion diffusion 

coefficient, υ is the sweep rate (V/s), C is the lithium ion concentration in the cathode 

material (1.631  10-2 mol/cm3). As shown in equation (3), the peak current IP is linear 

with υ1/2, thus the equation (3) can be simplified as:

Ip = b  υ1/2                                                                                                                       (4)

where the slope of the linear curve of Ip and υ1/2 is

b = k  n3/2  A  D1/2   C                                                                                                (5)

To get the lithium ion diffusion coefficient D, we first got a linear line between IP and 

υ1/2, then calculated its slope b, and then brought all the coefficients into equation (5). 

Figure 9d shows the linear relationships between charge-discharge peak currents IP and 

υ1/2 for NMC622 cathodes with and without LZO films, and we get the lithium ion 

diffusion D for all the cathodes (Table 2). It can be seen from Table 2 that both the 1:1 

and 1:2 ALD-LZO films could improve the lithium-ion conductivity of the coated 

NMC622 cathodes. In particular, the 20-cycle 1:1 ALD-LZO coating improved the 

insertion/extraction rates of lithium ions of the coated NMC622 cathode by 3.4 and 2.6 

times, respectively. This underlies the improved performance of the ALD-20 cathode.

To illustrate the benefits of the 1:1 LZO coating, we compared the performance of 

NMC622 electrodes coated by 1:1 LZO, ZrO2, and Al2O3.  The results of NMC622 by 

ALD ZrO2 and Al2O3 coatings have been published previously.16, 43 In all these cases, 

20-cycle coatings of 1:1 LZO, ZrO2, and Al2O3 commonly resulted in the best 

performance of the coated NMC622 electrodes. In the voltage window of 3. 0 – 4.5 V, 

the 1:1 LZO-coated NMC622 could sustained a capacity of >100 mAh/g after 100 

charge-discharge cycles at 3 C (Figure 6c), while the ZrO2-coated one enabled a 

capacity of ~80 mAh/g after 50 charge-discharge cycles at 3 C and the Al2O3-coated 
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one sustained a capacity of ~80 mAh/g after 45 charge-discharge cycles at 2 C.16, 43 To 

facilitate the comparison, these results have been included Figure S9. Obviously, the 

1:1 LZO coating performed much better than the ALD ZrO2 and Al2O3 coatings in 

improving the performance of the coated NMC622 electrode. It clearly indicates that 

this Li-containing coating is advantageous over Li-free metal oxide coatings of ZrO2 

and Al2O3.    

In addition to our efforts discussed above, there are many other studies conducted 

previously on NMC622 electrodes with various ALD coatings, such as Al2O3,44 TiO2,17 

TiOx,45  LixTiyO,45 a bilayer of AlWxFy/AlF3,46 nitrogen (N)-doped AlPO4,47 TiPO,48 

and TiPON.48 All these studies commonly confirmed that surface modification via ALD 

is an effective strategy to mitigate the issues of NMC electrodes and thereby improve 

NMC electrodes’ performance, such as sustainable capacity, rate capability, and cycling 

stability. These coatings are typically very thin, ranging from the sub-nano scale to a 

few of nanometers. A desirable coating thickness is closely related to the coatings’ 

properties, such as conductivity and mechanical properties. Among various ALD 

coatings, oxides are the most instigated ones. Recently, there has an increasing interest 

in Li-containing oxide coatings, as summarized recently by Meng.15 Compared to 

binary oxide coatings, ternary or quaternary Li-containing oxide coatings have 

potentials to enable higher ionic conductivity and thereby facilitate the transport of Li-

ions for better performance of NMC electrodes, as confirmed in this study. In this regard, 

Ahaliabadeh et al also verified that an ALD LixTiyO coating is more favorable than an 

ALD TiOx coating to achieve higher performance of NMC622 electrodes.45  In addition 

to oxides, metal fluorides and phosphates represent two important classes of ALD 

coatings. In the case of NMC622, bilayered AlWxFy/AlF3 and N-doped phosphates have 

been developed and showed beneficial effects.46-48 These studies have revealed that it 

is critical to tune coating compositions for desired NMC electrodes, especially for 

ternary or more complicated compounds (e.g., Li-containing oxides and N-doped 

phosphates). Apparently, a large variety of ALD coatings have been on the list to 

modify NMC electrodes. To best design ALD coatings and understand their underlying 

mechanisms, however, a systematic study is still needed.                        

4. Conclusions 

In summary, we have studied the growth characteristics of ALD-LZO at different 
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deposition temperatures and different sub-cycle ratios. Our study revealed that the 

growth of the ALD-LZO is subjected to the influence of the hygroscopic nature of the 

sub-ALD process of LiOH. As a result, it is important to select suitable ALD parameters 

of deposition temperature and purging time to mitigate the shielding effect of the 

physiosorbed water.  At 225 oC, we realized the linear growth of 1:1 and 1:2 ALD-LZO 

but found that it was difficult to grow 2:1 LZO. Furthermore, we confirmed that the 1:1 

ALD-LZO film is beneficial to improve the electrochemical performance of NMC622, 

in terms of sustainable capacity and rate capability. We also revealed that the 1:1 ALD-

LZO coating could remarkably improve the insertion and distraction rates of lithium 

ions of the coated NMC622 cathode for a few times. Thus, this study is helpful for 

developing lithium-conductive coatings for better electrochemical performance of LIBs
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Table Captions

Table 1. Element composition and quantitative analysis of 1:1 ALD-LZO

Table 2 Lithium-ion diffusion coefficients of bare NMC622 and NMC622 cathodes 

coated with 20 cycles 1:1 LZO and 1:2 LZO.

Table 1 

Elements Peak BE FWHM eV Atomic %

Li 1s 55.50 2.10 13.15

Zr 3d 183.45 4.57 1.77

O 1s 531.83 3.52 35.57

Si 2p 100.04 3.12 29.70

C 1s 285.09 3.04 17.44

F 1s 685.12 2.83 2.36

Table 2 

Samples DLi-insertion（cm2/s） DLi-extraction（cm2/s）

Bare 5.6010-12 8.1610-12

1:1 ALD-LZO 1.9110-11 2.1410-11

1:2 ALD-LZO 7.3810-12 9.1110-12
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Figure Captions:

Figure 1. In-situ QCM measurements of ALD-LZOs using the timing sequence of LTB 

(3 s) – purge (60 s) - H2O (0.015 s) – purge (60 s) - TDMA-Zr (0.03 s) – purge 

(60 s) - H2O (0.015 s) – purge (60 s) at 175 (a, b and c), 200 (d, e and f) and 

225 ℃ (g and h). (i) Comparison of the in-situ QCM data of 1:1 LZO for 50 

consecutive ALD cycles at these three temperatures. (a), (d) and (g) show 50 

consecutive cycles, (b) and (e) are enlarged views of 3 consecutive cycles in 

Region I, (c) and (f) are enlarged views of three consecutive cycles in Region 

II, and (h) is an enlarged view of three cycles in (g). The right axis in (b), (c), 

(e), (f), and (h) is for precursor vapor pressure.  

Figure 2. In-situ QCM measurements of 1:2 ALD-LZO using the timing sequence of 

LiOtBu (3 s) – purge (60 s) - H2O (0.03 s) – purge (60 s) - TDMA-Zr (0.03 s) 

– purge (60 s) - H2O (0.015 s) – purge (60 s) - TDMA-Zr (0.03 s) – purge (60 

s) - H2O (0.015 s) – purge 60 s at 225 ℃: (a) 50 consecutive cycles and (b) an 

enlarged view of 3 cycles.

Figure 3. SEM images of pristine N-GNS (a, b, c) and N-GNS coated with different 

number of cycles of the 1:1 ALD-LZO (d, e, f) and 1:2 ALD-LZO (g, h, i) 

films. (d) and (g) are the N-GNS coated for 100 cycles, (e) and (h) are the N-

GNS coated for 200 cycles, and (f) and (i) are the N-GNS coated for 300 

cycles. 

Figure 4． AFM images of 1:1 ALD-LZO films deposited on Si wafer for (a) 100 and 

(b) 300 super-cycles at 225 ℃. The RMS roughness values are 1.6 and 2.9 

nm, respectively. 

Figure 5. (a) The XPS survey of the 1:1 ALD-LZO film. (b), (c) and (d) are high-

precision XPS spectra of Li1s, Zr3d and O1s, respectively.

Figure 6. (a) The first cycle of charge and discharge curves of the bare NMC622 and 

NMC622 coated with 1:1 ALD-LZO for different cycles at 3.0-4.5 V and 0.1 

C (1 C = 180 mAh/g), (b) Rate performance of different NMC622 samples at 

3.0-4.5 V, (c) Cycling performance of different NMC622 samples at 3.0-4.5 

V and 3 C (1 C = 180 mAh/g).
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Figure 7. Charge-discharge curves of bare (a, b) and ALD-20 samples (c, d) at 3.0-4.5 

V and 3 C, where (a, c) is the measured specific capacity voltage curves and 

(b, d) is the normalized specific capacity voltage curves. 

Figure 8. TXM images of (a, b, c, d) the bare and (e, f) the ALD-20 NMC622 cathodes.  

(a, b) the bare NMC622 electrode before electrochemical cycles and (c, d, e, 

f) the electrodes after 200 electrochemical cycles in the voltage window of 

3.0-4.5 V at 3 C (1 C = 180 mAh/g). (b, d, f) are the corresponding enlarged 

images of the blue box in (a, c, e). 

Figure 9. Cyclic voltammetry curves (CV) at various scanning rates (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 

0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and 1.0 mV/s) between 3.0-4.5 V. (a) Bare NMC622, 

(b) NMC622 cathodes coated with 20 cycles 1:1 LZO, (c) NMC622 cathode 

coated with 20 cycles 1:2 LZO. (d) Linear curve relationship between 

maximum peak current of charge and discharge and square root of sweep 

speed.
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